Date: March 1, 2019
Room: A436
Meeting called to order at 2p.m by McDonald Nwosu, Council of Organizations Chair.

I. Order of Business

a. Sandeep Prasad, Parking Coordinator for SMG-NRG Park
   Introduces himself and his volunteering opportunity for the organizations.
   Giving examples on the kind of enthusiastic volunteers, he needs and the work
   the students would be doing.

b. *The Icebreaker*
   McDonald initiates the meeting by introducing the game two truths and a lie.
   Further, on he instructs the room to engage in the game by rising from their seats and
   announcing their three items and having the students guess the lie.
   After we are done with every student, McDonald revisits last meetings event of partners’
   goals.
   As stated in the previous meeting the purpose for exchanging goals and contact
   information is to strengthen bonds between organizations by keeping each other
   accountable by the next Council of Organizations meeting.

c. *Kristy Turnquest*
   - McDonald gives an enticing anecdote of her accomplishments and connection to
     the University of Houston Downtown.
   - She introduces herself and starts by focusing our attention to the theme of the
     topic, which is the letter E in L.E.A.D.
   - A video and discussion about the “Lollipop” effect discussed with the students to
     share their lollipop moments.

II. Important Dates

A. March 6th Health Fair
   Jason expresses a need for volunteers from organizations and the need for males on some heavy-duty work and lifting is necessary.

B. March 21st Bayou Bash
   McDonald and Jason announce that there will be an email sent out soon.

E. April 19th One Main Event (a graduation ceremony)

III. Adjournment and Questions

A. McDonald adjourns meeting at 4:15 p.m.
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Council of Organizations Chair: Nwosu, McDonald
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Council of Organizations Secretary: De Ochoa, Isis
uhdcounciloforganizations@gmail.com
Coordinator of Student Activities: Percy Jackson
jacksonpe@uhd.edu
713-221-8281
Suit: N-204